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Re:  Public comments - DIS-16-03, Radioactive Waste Management and Decommissioning 

Let’s be serious, the CNSC isn’t interested in public input.   

 The CNSC is made up of paid advocates of atomic energy, who keep busy promoting and maintaining 

the nuclear agenda.  The CNSC is deeply embedded in the nuclear industry.  There is a formidable and 

powerful corporate agenda to maintain it and the stakes are high.   

 Maintaining the nuclear agenda guarantees the exorbitant pay cheques of CNSC and other nuclear 

“stakeholders”, including Ontario Power Workers Union, Society of Nuclear Engineers Union, 

Westinghouse/SNC Lavalin/Hitachi, Ontario Power Generation (OPG), Bruce Corp/Trans Canada 

Pipeline/Enbridge, Babcox-Wilcox, the IAEA, the NRC, as well as thousands of provincial, federal, and 

now municipal bureaucrats. 

Unfortunately, it's the same old industry hacks moving around "on message" - forging ahead with 

nuclear energy despite its ridiculous costs to the public and serious dangers to human health and the 

environment.  

The people of Ontario are paying a huge price and nuclear energy is leaving a dreadful legacy for future 

generations.   

 The public has continued to express concern about the huge financial and environmental costs 

associated with nuclear energy.   

 The public continues to encourage a prompt phase-out of nuclear energy - not new construction, not 

refurbishments!   

 The message from the public has been clear - decommission nuclear facilities and store the mounds of 

the dangerous nuclear waste on site until such time as a safe solution is found for that material. 



 The evidence is clear; a phase-out of nuclear energy is imminent and urgent!  

 So stop the small talk and start shutting down the nuclear industry!   

 K Clune 


